HOW TO FILL OUT THE 1-D-1 AGRICULTURAL USE APPRAISAL APPLICATION

Section 1: Property Owner/Applicant - Enter the name and contact information of the property owner. If the farm or ranch
is owned by a trust, corporation or other business entity, please use the name of the business or trust. Make sure to input
the mailing address if not the same as the physical address. This infomation should be entered automatically where the
arrow is pointing, if not, enter name of the property owner here in highlighted area above. Make sure to include a
telephone number where we can reach you if we have any questions.

Section 2: Authorized Representative - If you are an individual property owner filling this application on your own behalf,
skip this step. All other applicants are required to complete section 2.

Section 3: Property Description and Information - Enter the location information that pertains to the land you wish to
qualify for the agricultural special valuation. Mutiple property IDs can be added to the application. If property IDs are
not known, legal descriptions, abstract numbers, field numbers and plat numbers can be used. Make sure the acres equals
the total acres of all accounts if adding mutiple accounts to one application.

Continuing Section 3: Property Description and Information - Circle yes or no for all 3 questions as applicable.
Depending on your answers to the questions, see sections that must be filled out.

Section 4: Property Use - List the agricultural use of the property according to agricultural land categories. As seen in
highlighed portion above, start with current year as notated by red arrow and work backwards 5 years of agricultural use.
Use this section to let us know year, use and number of acres for property. You would start with current year in field with
arrow and work backwards from there. i.e. 2021 - cattle - 34.56 acres 2020 - cattle - 34.56 acres 2019 - cattle - 34.56
acres

Section 4: Property Use continued - This section of the application is where you list types of livestock or type of crops
you grow on your property. 2(a). would be for livestock, exotics, etc. geared more for Wildlife Exemption. 2(b). would
be for typle of livestock raised on the property as seen in example above highlighted cattle. In this example, the property
owner has 20 head of cattle. For those property owners that are beekeeping, this is where you would enter for bees with
number of bee hives. 3. would be for crops grown as seen in example above highlighted wheat. Listed after wheat
would be the number of acres that crop occurs on. 4. is for government programs for planting crops. 5. This entry would
be non-agricultural activities as seen in example above highlighted homesite of .50 acres.

Section 5: Wildlife Management Use - This section is only for wildlife management. Do not complete any of section 5 if
the property use does not involve wildlife management. For a property to qualify for wildlife management, the land must
have been qualified and appraised as agricultural land during the year before changing to wildlife use.

Section 6: Conversion to Timber Production - DO NOT FILL OUT THIS SECTION. No information is needed in this
section. Bell County does not currently have any properties that fall under timber production.

Section 7: Certification and Signature - As seen highlighted above, please print name of property owner and sign and
date this portion of the application.

